Active learning with support vector machine applied to gene expression data for cancer classification.
There is growing interest in the application of machine learning techniques in bioinformatics. The supervised machine learning approach has been widely applied to bioinformatics and gained a lot of success in this research area. With this learning approach researchers first develop a large training set, which is a time-consuming and costly process. Moreover, the proportion of the positive examples and negative examples in the training set may not represent the real-world data distribution, which causes concept drift. Active learning avoids these problems. Unlike most conventional learning methods where the training set used to derive the model remains static, the classifier can actively choose the training data and the size of training set increases. We introduced an algorithm for performing active learning with support vector machine and applied the algorithm to gene expression profiles of colon cancer, lung cancer, and prostate cancer samples. We compared the classification performance of active learning with that of passive learning. The results showed that employing the active learning method can achieve high accuracy and significantly reduce the need for labeled training instances. For lung cancer classification, to achieve 96% of the total positives, only 31 labeled examples were needed in active learning whereas in passive learning 174 labeled examples were required. That meant over 82% reduction was realized by active learning. In active learning the areas under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were over 0.81, while in passive learning the areas under the ROC curves were below 0.50.